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1. IBTHOMJCTICar

We discuss in the spirit of the work of Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov

(SVZ), sum rules involving current-current vacuum correlation functions, whose

Wilson expansion starts off with the operators qq or (qq,) , and thus provide

information about the chiral symmetry •breaking parameters of QCD. We point out

that under the type of crude approximations made by SVZ, a value of < qq >

(250 MeV) ia obtained from one of these sum rules, in agreement with current

expectations. Further ve shov that a Borel transformed version of the Weinberg

sum rule, for W - AA, current products seem only to make sense for an Ai

mass close to 1.3 OeV and it makes littles sense with the current algebra mass

M. * 2 H . We also give an estimate for the chiral symmetry breaking parameters
A

2 <

u2
6 = g2<

Li U

I

4r H'
Li

it
*• entering in the Weinberg sum rules andvac

* entering in a new sum rule we propose invol-

ving antisymmetric tensor currents J= a. a q

In recent years we have seen the emergence of a new kind of sum rule in

QCD [j, 2, 3] reminiscent of those derived in the 19oO's from the algebra of

currents, because they relate expectation values of the basic operator currents

of the theory to the hadronic spectrum. The sum rules we are referring to

combine the operator product expansion (OPE) in QCD with dispersion relations

for the two point functions.

One considers the Wilson OPE of two currents J and J_ , namely:

(1-1)

It is understood that operators that occur on KHS are defined so that
< * J w l * > * <:OfK2|Q.> • . . . a 0, uliere |0> stands for the perturbative
vacuum. Consequently, the perturbative contribution to the vacuum expectation
value of (1.1) i s entirely contained in the coefficient C (A ) . However in
QCD i t has been argued [hj that the perturbative vacuum J0> i s not the lowest
energy state since there exists a state with <*n|Fi|f)>> 0 and lower energy.
Also, i t i s expected that the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry leads to
< n|q<l|fl > < 0 . Clearly, < fll^jfl > $ 0 , < n|qq[o > •< 0 reflects a conden-
sation of soft gluons and qq. pairs in the true vacuum |(2> that can hardly
be accounted for in perturbation theory.

The method of ref. IX} assumes that (at least at short distances) the
non-perturbative effects in the true vacuum expectation

(1-2)

are entirely hidden in the vacuum condensate parameters <
etc.: the standard computation of Wilson coefficients c , C , C , . . . is
supposed to be unaffected by the existence of vacuum condensate. The second
step of the method assumes that the asymptotic expansions (q2 + -<•) implied
by ( l . l ) can be Borel transformed. This improves the convergence of the asymp-
totic series ( l . l ) and furthermore i t introduces an exponential cut-off e~^
inside the dispersion integral for the two-point function IVn (relevant Borel
transformations are collected in *he Appendix). A» M2 •*• ••>-, x + O in the (Borel
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improved} OPE (l.l). As M2 gets small only the lowest mass hairon states

contributing to (1.2) are selected. Due to the smallness of the QCD scale A

[ A 2 < 0.1 (GeV)2 J, one hopes that a choice of M2 in the range M2 < M2 <

l(GeV)2 essentially keeps the advantages of both limits: only a few lowest maas

states contribute to the Borel transformed dispersion integral for the two-

point functions (1.2} and higher order radiative corrections to the Wilson

coefficients Cn(x
2) (suppressed, by powers of a (M2)) as well as the contribu-

tions of high dimension operators in the OPE (l.l) (suppressed by powers of

H 2) can be neglected.

These are the rules of the game. They have been successfully applied

[1,2,3] to the two-point functions of "directly observable" quark bilinears such

as vector and axial currents and the >liv .-genee of the axial currents. It is

striking that inspite of the approximations involved the method yields correct

estimates of masses and couplings such as F , F etc.
P 7T

The purpose of this paper is to use the method described above to

study the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry in massless QCD. Our main

task ia to provide an estimate of the vacuum symmetry breaking parameters

< £1 [q.q.|fi > and < Si|(qq)2|iJ > , which - being the property of massless QCD -

would be independent of the previous estimates of the quark masses [2], that

have used the product of two divergences of the axial current. (Hence, |fi>

stands for the one among al l degenerate vacua of massless QCD that is obtained

as a limit m ->- 0 of the unique vacuum \an > of the theory with massive

quarks.} The main objects of our interest will be the two-point functions (1.2),

for which the product ( l . l ) does not contain the singlet representation (1,1}

of the SU(3)T x SU(3)p group generated by the conserved charges (a - 1....8)

The isosinglet operator products (with

L(R1 (1.3)

The advantage of this choice is obvious: since perturbation theory does preserve

chirali ty, the non-singlet products (1.1) are characterised by

C2(x2) = 0 (l.l.)

true to a l l orders of perturbation theory. Consequently, the short distance

expansion of the non-singlet tvo-point functions is dominated by the parameters

< fl|<l<l|n > > < SI | (q.0.)z | n ) e t c . , which precisely we want to extract.

A1 ' B1 A B

being quark bilinears) may contain either an odd or even number of left-bttndt-1

and right-handed quark fields q = J(l±>ft)q . In the case of odd chirali ty,

the SU(3) invariant products J . ( x ) J
B ' 0 ) necessarily transform under SU(3)

* SU(3), the representations (3,3) or (3.3) and the corresponding OPE ( l . l )
— — uv

is dominated by the operators qq , qa F q etc. If one sticks to the octet

operators J, , J of dimension 3, there are only two chirality odd products

J , J_ whose vacuum expectation value does not vanish because of 3U(3) , C , P

and Lorentz invariance of the vacuum: (i) The product of J = q sXaiy <1 with

•I,, = q sX f Y5 q and ( i i ) the product of J = q s\ a q with J = q 5la?*q .

In the f i rs t case, the corresponding sum rule would just lead to a rederivation

of the well known soft-pion theorem < 0|qiTsql^ * = 1/Frr « o|qq|O > . The

la t te r case which involves the antisymmetric tensor current and the vector

current, i s non-trivial and i t will be studied in detail in sections 2 and 3.

The case of chirality even nonsinglet products J.{x) J-JO) is exhausted
—<—- j ^ g

by the following three non-trivial choices:

( i )

(ii)

(iii)

In a l l these cases the OPE of J
A W J E ( ° ) starts by the operators of the type

(qq)^ that belong to the representations (8,8) in the case (i) and the represen-

tations (3i3) or (5,6) in the cases ( i i ) and ( i i i } . Consequently the correspon-

ding two-point functions fall rapidly off as qz •+ «• , giving rise to 3upercon-

vergence relations, (in the case (i) these superconvergence relations are of

course the two well known Weinberg sum rules). In section 1* we discuss the Borel

transformed version of those superconvergence relations, with the aim to estimate

the symmetry breaking parameters < 0|(qq)2 |0 > .

Needless to say that our reference to the massless QCD is baaed on the

assumption that in the real world the quark mass term represents a small pertur-

bation. Our analysis surely involves the non strange quarks and we have checked

that explicit chiral symmetry breaking affects the results at most by terms of

the order m(M^)(l/M) , m = J(m + m.) , (M being the cut-off mass that appears
u d

in the Borel transformed sum rules). Even, if m turned out to be as large as

30 KeV, its effect would be completely negligible.

- 3 - -k-



We add a few remarks concerning the hadronic states that are supposed to

appear as intermediate states in the two-point functions (1.2). For the sake

of simplicity it is useful to think of the two point functions (1.2) as infi-

nite sums of contributions of single particle states vitb zero widths. The

quantum numbers and multiplicities of these states are supposed to be those of

the qn bound states as they occur in typical quark models. It has been argued

[5] that this kind of picture could become an exact property of QCD in the limit

H c + » , which might well be a good approximation of N = 3 at least for the

Green's function such as (1.2).

2. VACUUM CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF VECTOR AND TEHSOH CURRENTS

As pointed out in the introduction, the only non~trivial current correla-

tion function of lowest dimension that involves an odd number of left(right)-

handed quark fields is < T V > where
yv a

d(x)

Since the couplings of hadron states to the tensor current T is not directly

accessible by experiment the analysis of the two point function < T V

must include the two point functions < V V > and < T T „ > as well: the
y v y\> . otB

system of currents V and T must be "bootstrapped". We start by reviewing

the kinematics associated with these two point functions.

The relevant tensor decompositions are given by:

(2.1)

q,.
and

I V K

L<VX

where Q
uv,

is the tensor

and B . is the tenaor

The (infinite) families of single part ic le states that eontriTjute to

these two point functions are rather limited; among a l l qq. bound states

only the "p - family" (.T => 1 } couple to the vector current Vy . The

tensor current TyU couples again to the p - family and, in addition, to i t s

"parity doublet" partners that are the p - wave singlet states with J^C = l+~

The lowest lying state of this family is the B - meson (tL. = 1230 MeV). The

large N̂  limit these would be the only intermediate s ta tes .

The Corresponding couplings are defined as follows:

(2.U)

Here, n labels the numbers of the corresponding family ("radial exci-
ta t ions") . The couplings f, ĝ  and gB are chosen to be real (the relat ive
phase of fp and gp must be real because of the time-reversal invariance).
All couplings f and g have the dimension of mass. Eqs.(2.1*) lead to a repre-
sentation of the scalar amplitude defined in (2.1) - (a.3) that apart from
subtractions- reads

(2.5)

and

X. .« TP.v\

(2.6)
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We now turn to the OPE of the products of currents involved in (2.1)-

(2.3). In the chiral limit m •+• 0, one can readily verify by examining the

Feynmnn graphs in Pig. 1, that the chirali ty even products < T T > and

< T T > are dominated by operators associated with the graphs of Fig. l ( a ) .

On the otherhand the chiral i ty odd product < T V > i s dominated in th is limit

by the operators associated with the graphs in Fig. l (h ) .

For the vector-vector case we have [ l ]

while for the tensor-vector and tensor-tensor we have respectively

(b)

Fig. 1 Graphs associated with OPE of current product JA(x) J
BC°)- <S!

external l ines represent interaction with the vacuum condensate.

From the graphs on Fig. 1 we deduce the following asymptotic expansions of the
set of invariant functions "TT,_(q ) , in i t i a l ly written down for the bare theory,
where we ignore renormalissation and anomalous dimensions and include the f i rs t
order correction due to the quark mass.

-m
(2.6)

and

TTT

where /2 and q q = 2 ~ [ u u + d d ] . The equality between

(2.7)

; < Q >

and HV^' persists to order Q " where it is lost. The reason of this equality

_IR| -re
l i e s in chiral i ty: i t will be shown in section h that the difference T"TT ~ "

corresponds to the symmetry breaking chirality even amplitude
<U.Oj.v(

|+liV|'«i*ItHf|-?l>U.>whose OPE is dominated by (qa.) of dimension 6.

At f i rs t sight the asymptotic expansion of the < V V > and < H >

amplitudes have the same structure. However, there i s one important difference,
which emerges immediately one s tar ts to examine the renormalization of these

operators. Unlike the vector currents, the tensor currents have anomalous
in thedimensions. Furthermore unlike the operators < g F > and < m q q

-7"

expansion of V (x) V (o), the Wilson coefficients in the OPE of T vU)V o(* )

and T (x) T Ami will also have anomalous dimension factors. We will discuss

the effect these have on the sum rules in the subsequent sections, when we point

out some minor differences with the conclusions reached by 5VZ in reference [l].

In order to include the effects of anomalous dimensions we simply solve

the renormalization group equations for the corresponding Wilson coefficients.

It is important to note that this must be done for suitably regularized

amplitudes that do not suffer from a divergence in the aeroth order in g

-8-



Alternatively in the presence of new QCD divergences, one could use QCD

renormalization group Improved perturbation theory, to obtain the appropriate

logarithmic factors, camming from the anomalous dimensions (6) . In our case
Q O O O O

it is sufficient to consider the quantities -Q (d/dQ ) H^CQ ) (ft =-q. )

3- ESTIMATE Of < qq > VAC

instead of ) themselves. The hare expansions (2.7) - (2.9) then becomes

(-<**>

- is"1 tATT-t, l-o

- ^ 1 ^ in to M [ 4 -+ o(«i f^)

(2.10)

(£.11)

where the running mass is given by m(Q ) = m(M ) [a (Q2) / a (M 2)-fm^b g^x
o s so

the renormalization point of q_ q and T (x) is chosen to he M 2. The
pv o

anomalous dimension of T is given "by 2C = -Cp/lflT,. which is simply

-JL(a = 1 ) (where 7f-r,(a = l) is the fermion wave function renormaliaation in the

Feynman gauge), Y m • (3Cp)/(l*it) , b = l/(k*-) ( (11/3}^)- ((l»/3)nf) . nf is
the number of relevant flavours and CL, =(.Mc*~* J / i ^ t

F

Although we have only exhibited the leading order in a , the next

to leading corrections may well be important in what follows. An important

next step in this kind of calculation, will he estimating next to leading effects

(i.e. order a (Q ) correction). This has been started by Reinders, Rubinstein

and Yazaki in reference [3l-

We are now in a position to convert eqs.(2.10)-(2.12) into usefull sum

rules: Following the method of ref. U-] the eqs. (2.10)-(2.13) are Borel t rans-

formed giving r ise to

vhere ri • log t t / JT and a l l operators are renormalized at the mass scale H

The coefficients C ( n, y) arise frora the Borel transformation of the logarithmic

anomalous dimension factors. They are given in Appendix. For large r\ { i .e .

*T) and fixed y, 0^(1, T) •* 1 as claimed in ref. 1 . However in the mass

region we wish to apply these sum rules ( i . e . ri - 2 ) , C ( n ,y) can differ s igni-

ficantly from unity, depending on y . Nevertheless for the small values of Y

we are interested in , these factors turn out to be of order unity. In Fig.2 we

have plotted C (n, T) as a function of n for different Y and n = 1,2. For

n = 0 and n > 2 C ( n, Y) differs at most from unity by 6% in the region

- .3 < Y < -3 .

As explained in section 2, only the P-family contributes to the three
sum rules (3-1). If one chooses VT ~ Mr , one expects only the f i rs t P-state
to give a significant contribution: the contribution of the next state
i s suppressed by a (relative) factor exp(M -̂MJj r)/Mg *= .03 for M , = 1.6 GeV .
The crucial assumption i s that for th is choice of Mz the terms neglected on
E.H.S. of egs. (3.1) are actually small. In the Case of the f i r s t of the three

sum rules this appears to be the case: as shown in re£. [1] these sum rules repro-
2 2 2

duces the correct value of the coupling f • 2F = 2M . We shall assume that

also in remaining two sun rules the higher dimension operators, as well as

higher powers of a (M^) con be neglected for M = M . Furthermore, if we
-9- -10-



1.0

0.9

0,8

n = 1 corresponding to VQ2 terms in OPE

C>,Y)

1.0

0.9

0.8

10

(a)

corresponding to 1/Q4 terms in OPE

10

(b)

f i g 2

2/,2= Log Q2/A

TT

chose the normalization scale M * close to M2 (say MQ - 1 GeV) all anoma-

lous dimension factors (and the coefficients Cn ) stay close to 1 . The

third sum rule (3.1) then simply gives the estimate of the coupling g^ of

P-meson to the tensor current:

g * . J f,*-*^ . • (3.2)

The TV sum rule (3.1) then yields the following estimate of < 2| J(uu+dd)|i) >

Neglecting the q_uark mass term one has

= \
(3.3

The coincidence of this estimate with the common expectation is striking.

If one uses the standard formula of first order chiral perturbation theory

m < n|uu|n > = -JF* \

e.g. (3.3) tieeomes

-- '
(3.1*)

This value agrees remarkably with the standard estimates of the quark masses [7].

The formula (3.1) clearly shows that the quark mass term corrects e.g. (3.3) by

a contribution - (&/M) and is completely negligible as argued ̂ before.

Let us emphasize once again that neglecting the higher dimension opera-

tors in the (Borel transformed) asymptotic expansion (3.1) can hardly he justi-

fied apriori. In other terms the dependence of our estimate (3.3) on the choice

of MZ is far from T>eing understood. It, however, aeems to be the general

property of this kind of sum rules that within the most natural , crude approxi-

mations they give reliable estimates of various relevant parameters of non-per-

turbative origin.

-12-



>t. SYMMETRY BKEAKIHG CHIHALITY EVEM VACUUM COREEL.WION FUNCTIONS

We now turn our attention to the sum rules involving products J,(x)
J (0) that are nan-singlet wider chiral SU(3) * SU(3) and contain an even
number of left (right) handed quark fields. As pointed out in the introduction
a common feature of the corresponding OPE is that i t starts by the operators of
the type Cqq) conservation of chirality assures that the Wilson coefficients

of all lower dimension operators vanish to all orders of perturbation theory.

The lowest order grs

shown in Pig. 3{a}.

The lowest order graph that yields operators (q.q)Z in the OPE of J,(x) JB(0} is

two currents at short distances, each internal line should carry high momentum.

Any soft internal line resulting in pair creation (i .e. carrying a low momentum)
is already taken into account by a diagram, in which this l ine i s replaced by

the renormalized operator insertion in a high momentum flow l ine . For example

the diagrams in Fig. 3(d) are already understood to be included in Fig. 3(e).

We have not checked, but suspect that this conclusion will be forced on us by

the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg theorem [8].)

We f i rs t consider the correlation function

tV*

Jrrrt Trt Tvt
(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

where

Rote that in massless QCD these currents are conserved. The intermediate states

that build up the two point function (4.1) are the following: the p (T = 1 )

family, the A^-family (J^ = 1 ) and the 0 Goldstone boson - the massless

pion. (it's massive "radially excited" partners decouple from the axial current).

Hence, in1 the spirit of large H , we may write

Fig. 3 (a) Diagram leading to operator (q f ?)(5 T q.) in the OPE of
(U.2)

(b)-(c) Diagrams associated with operator qo F q.
UV ]1\1

(d)-(e) Diagrams associated with operator q q.

It is claimed in reference [l] that these operators also arise from a diagram

like that in Fig. 3(b). However by considering the momentum flov, we conclude

that such a diagram is included in Fig. 3(c), which is associated with the opera-
- uv

operator 1°gVP 1- (The point is that when we draw tree graphs in the OPE of

-13-

where f denotes the coupling of the n-th number of the JL family to the axial

Icurrent

(2.4)0

^s defined in a complete analogy with f

In the bare theory, the asymptotic expansion of

-l!*-

see e.g.

,'2
) reads

(4.3)



where With this information the sum rules {h.6) becomes

+ Ci+i)e - a e - T e \

In the following we shall neglect the effect of anomalous dimension of the

operator (It.4) on the formula (U.3), keeping in mind that it vill just bring in

a logarithmic factor (aB(qP )/as(M2)
6 . The rapid fall off of the amplitude

implies the tvo Weinberg sum rules, e.f. the superconvergence relations

Z I C - **- \ - C -
Z- \ *V,-w ^(»->L - KA.>i $A,i

(It.5a)

(U.5b)

Instead of saturating both those eqs. by the lowest states as is usually done

(yielding the well known relation, M = /2 M which might be off by as much

as 200 MeV despite the persisting uncertainty about the actual value of the

A ( mass),we rather Borel transform eq.(U.3) with the aim to extract a crude

estimate of the symmetry breaking parameter u^ .

Performing Borel transformation we obtain the sum rule

i

where K = Kp*

2 2
and we have used f • 2f . The dots stand for the contribution of higher

p TT

dimension operators in OPE (4 .3) and for the contribution of higher s t a t e s

and we assume that for x around 1 both these contributions can be neglected.

In Fig lla the function (4 .8) i s p lo t ted for d i f ferent values of the A^ mass

and p 1 coupling. I t i s seen that for the typ ica l values MA = 1.3 GeV and

n » f2, /f^ „ o.6 t h i s function exhib i t s a rather large plateau around x - 1 .

Furthermore, i t i s seen that t h i s s t a b i l i t y of the sum rule (4 .6) under the

choice of n depends cruc ia l ly on the value of MA : for MA = / 2 M the

s t a b i l i t y i s l o s t . From Fig. 4a one can reaa o f f the estimate

(It.9)

e 6
This implies a reasonably small value of ( l / 3 ! Mit,/M ) = 0,012 that might be

taken as a representative of a typica l contribution of higher dimension operators

to the Borel transformed sum rule such as the f i r s t sum rule in eq.. (3 .1) -

In the same s p i r i t one may also consider the correlation function of two

chiral projected tensor currents

which contains the two Weinberg sum rules as a spec ia l case corresponding t o

H2 + o . Let us again consider the sum rule (h.6) for not too large Vr (

M2 < Mz < l(GeV)2) and l e t us reta in the intermediate s ta te s by p, t , A , and

p1 (M ' = 1.6 GeV}. Since Iw-TT f̂t) drops rapidly off as g •+ ~ , we may expect
P

that at l e a s t in the superconvergence re la t ion (k.5 ) one can neglect the contr i -

bution of s ta te s beyond those mentioned above. This gives

f\ = f2 +
A p

- f2

n (It.7)

namely

(It .10)

- 1 5 - -16-



m
MA=1.3 (8,= 2.85) Solid curve

(6,=2) Dashed curve and one easily finds

» T T

r 5"

The current product (It.10) contains SU(3). x SU(3)n representations (3,3) and

(6,6) and it is easy to check that the dominant contribution to the correapon-

ding OPE arises again from the diagrams of the type shewn on Tig. 3a: neglec-

ting anomalous dimensions the corresponding Borel transformed sum rule reads

3', H* (4.12)

wbere

One nagr proceed em i s the previouB case: retain the intermediate states
E, p and p1 in the first superconvergence relation implied by (It.12), i . e .

2 2 2

-1.0.

and in the eim rule (lt.12) for H2 in the 1 GeV region. Eq.(U.lS) then
l>ec canes

- *

(b)

f ig 4
where x

- 4 8 -



2 o
and we have used our previous result (3.2) (g2 - jfft = fw ). The function

Ci.15) is plotted in Fig. !fb: for 1 = 2.2 there is again a plateau around -

x = 0.6 (M " 1 GeV ) that is l^ss pronounced than in the previous case.

However, one should keep in mind that since we deal with tensor currents the

effects of their anomalous dimension will "be more pronounced. The correspon-

ding estimate of y reads

(it.16)

i.e. of the same order of magnitude as

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have indicated how to apply the method of Shiftman, Vainshtein and

Zakharov to study the chiral symmetry breaking condensate of massiess quark anti-

quark pairs in the vacuum. In particular, we have concentrated on those corre-

lation functions of charged currents of dimension 3 for which the OPE is dominated

either hy the operator qq or by the SU(3) x SU(3) nonsinglet operators (qq) .

The corresponding Borel transformed sum rules have been treated within the stan-

dard approximation scheme that has been checked through the previous applications

of the sum rules of this kind: for a typical choice of VT in the range
2 2 2

Mp * M
 <4MP one neglects (i) . higher radiative corrections, (ii) operators

of higher dimension, (iii) contribution of high mass intermediate hadron states.

Furthermore, relying on standard N * °° arguments, we have replaced all conti-

nuum state contributions by a set of zero width qq bound states.

Within these approximations, the sum rule of the (chirality odd) corre-

lation function of the tensor and vector currents leads to the estimate

j< n|uu[fl >iGevl = (25° M e V) vhich agrees with the standard expectation {it

corresponds to the quark mass value m(lGeV) = J(m +m,) = 6 MeV.) The sum rules
u d

for the symmetry breaking chirality even correlation functions give an estimate

of the condensate parameters < (qq) > , typically < (qq) > - It t j . (This

estimate is consistent with assumption that for M " M̂  the contribution of

non-leading high dimension operators is negligibly small.) The sum rules of the

lat ter type may be considered as a Borel transformed version of previously known

superconvergence relations such as Weinberg sum rules: in particular, these sum

rules clearly prefer the value of the AA mass M^ » 1.3 GeV to the old "current

algebra value" M = ^2 K .

On the other hand i t should be stressed that the validity ,'i .ur

estimate of < qq > can hardly he guaranteed beyond the previously stated

approximations. If, for instance, < qq. > turned out to be zero [9] in spite

of the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry) one could not conclude that

the chirality odd T V sum rule is in difficulty: i t would just be dominated

by the next operator, e.f. qo^v? q and we would end up with a value for the

vacuum expectation of that operator. The basic fact however remains.: the T V

sum rule does not require <(qq)>= 0 and if one assumes that the operator qq

dominates, < qq, > gets the most reasonable value one can think of.

Although most of the information extracted in this article used Borel

weighted sums over intermediate hadron states, which single out the contributions

from the lower lying states, in their original form these dispersion relation

sum rule, say something about the coupling of the whole system of bound states

(for example in the S -» • • l imit), since we know the exact asymptotic beha-

viour of these sums in terms of a very few parameters. However, without- further

dynamical information, i t appears difficult to utilize the3e constraints. Never-

theless they are constraints any treatment of the bound state probJ em in QCD

must satisy. In the latter regard we draw the reader's attention %<••• a recent

discussion [10] of QCD in the context of the SVZ Bum rules. Here the spec-

trum couplings and condensate parameters are all Icnown. Any computational

framework, which accounts for hadronic bound states in QCD, will satisfy numerous

constraints of the type referred to above.
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APPEHDIX OH BOREL TRANSFORMED DISPEHSIOH RELATIONS

If we define the vacuum condensate correlation of (l.l) Ijy:

(A.I)

then after separating out kinematic factors, we can write a dispersion relation

of the form

TT,Aft (A.2)

where ve have written r^Cq) = C^dJTT^(4 ), C^q.) being some kinematic
factor depending on the tensor structure of the current product. 3y saturating
this dispersion relation with hadroo states, we obtain directly information,
about the coupling of hadrons to the currents J and J

A B

In reference [l] Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov used an interesting

trick for singling out the first one or two low lying hadronB in the dispersion

integral, by taking its Borel transformation defined by:

r; J (A. 3)
-1B9 4-C.

If Tl(E) has the asymptotic expansion

Applying this to dJI (-Q )/dft for electrooagaetic currents one obtains the

SVZ sum ru le

TTH1
As e

(A.

Although the latter has the advantage that only one or two low lying hadron

states are singled out with a sufficiently low choice of a , it suffers from

the disadvantage, that it is not obvious that only one or tvo terms on the

right hand side are relevant. This would require at least < qq > /M^ and

< F > /M are small. An alternative, in which the asymptotic expansion of the

right hand aide can be trusted, is to saturate the left hand side by an infinite

set of equally spaced meson poles, and derive a matching asymptotic expansion

for the dispersion integral. The replacement of the hadronic spectrum by an

infinite set of poles is believed to be a very good approximation in the large

N c limit [5I (where H c is the number of colours). However, without further

dynamical input about the nature of the couplings of the higher lying resonance

to the currents, in practice the latter approach appears not very useful.

In the presence of logarithmic factors due to anomalous dimensions, we

will have additional factors. If we write a typical term of the form

(A.T)

then its Borel transform ia

(A.8)

TT r.
where

then fi(tr) has the improved asymptotic expansion

TUN*) = f. * -%r
(A.5)

~
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